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Abstract 

In larger developments, a use of configuration management is crucial; the company UIQ Technology 

is no exception. The configuration management method controls how the flow within a software 

developer should go, so the configuration management method and code complexity is something 

that works affects each other. Therefore, you might be able to combine multiple configuration 

methods to try to use the best from each method to decrease code complexity. That is the goal of 

this thesis, to see if the COTS, Single repository or Component Based could combine with the UIQ 

method to decrease code complexity. This have been tested through theoretical use cases for each 

method and the conclusion of the study is that, Single repository and Component Based works best 

in the UIQ method. However, COTS is not suited for the UIQ method because of the need of secrecy 

for large parts of the UIQ platform. UIQ wants to do as much as possible in-house, rather than give it 

out to other third-party companies that they are not in absolute need of. Some improvements have 

been achieved throughout Single repository, that the other third-parties companies needs to be up-

to-date before starting development, that is something that have not been valued before. 
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1 
Introduction 

Any project or program that are working with released information, maintaining its change, 

managing traceability, and ensuring that results always meet expectations, need configuration 

management. In software projects, there are some additional complexities such as multiple 

developers working on the same item at the same time, the need for compatibility with other 

products and supporting multiple versions.  

UIQ Technology creates an open user interface platform used by mobile manufactures mostly for 

smart phones and as any company, UIQ needs to have a configuration management method.  

My work there as technical consultant has put me right in the middle of the UIQ method that is 

described in chapter 3. This thesis is going to evaluate the UIQ method versus other methods used by 

large/medium-scale software developers. To evaluate how we can make the method to be less 

complex and time-consuming. Configuration management is a very large area so this will only focus 

on a small and specific area, which can serve as starting point for future research on this method at 

UIQ. UIQ Technology is a company with approximately 400 software developers around the world so 

a method to manage development for different teams on different locations is of high priority. The 

methods that have been under evaluation are COTS [Section 2.1], Single repository [Section 2.2] and 

Component Based [Section 2.3]; these have then later been tested with few scenarios against the 

UIQ method [Chapter 3] to see if it is possible to combine these to decrease code complexity [Section 

1.2]. 

S. M. Thompson has a good definition of configuration management, “Configuration management is 

a collection of techniques used to control all the components of any product’s infrastructure during 

their development and maintenance” [4]. 

At UIQ, we use a few terms that can mean different things depending on where you have learned 

them but here you will get a short definition of what we at UIQ mean with the terms, so you are able 

to understand this thesis in a proper way. The product is a mobile operating system from UIQ and it 

is from a software point of view built of baselines, a baseline is a group of components, a component 

is a combined package of different parts, such as source code and binaries. To manage the source 

code is like any other software code but this code contains patches, which is a call name for a specific 

functionality or feature developed in code. These patches are of different size and complexity, and 

therefore they have different codechurn as well, codechurn is a definition of source code changes, so 

if the patch has a large codechurn that notifies that it has many code changes in it. It does however 

not describe the complexity of the patch, only the changes. In addition, a fix is the call name for 
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when a patch or component is not working as planned; then there is a need for a fix that will correct 

the patch or the component. 

1.1 Background 

When you are programming your own software, you might not consider that there is any large need 

for configuration management, but think then about the complexities that will arise if you would 

have a whole team developing your software. Then you will need configuration management to 

handle the development of multiple parts of the software at the same time [5]. To add more 

complexity we introduce more teams into development of your software, but these other teams will 

be working from all around the world. Now you are in heavy need of a good configuration 

management to handle the development of your software, which by this time will certainly contain 

many components with multiple versions. All of them simultaneously developed on different 

baselines, component versions and in different environments [6]. Now the real difficult problems 

start to arise, how are we able to control that all patches are in the latest baseline and keep track of 

who should do what. What if all the teams are working for the same customer, and the customer is 

the one that controls what the teams should develop and not. Then in the middle of the 

development, the customer wants to alter some requirements or features on the different 

components, which is where our method comes in. Between the development of the UIQ Platform 

and the customer is where you can find the method (described in chapter 3). 

 

Figure 1.1 Component based workflow 

Figure 1.1 shows a typical workflow of a release from UIQ to the customer and then to the 

customer's third parties. It starts at UIQ where a baseline is released to Professional Services (PS) 

from there PS will deliver the UIQ baseline with exception of those components that have been 

UIQ

Professional Services

Third-party company

Customer

Customer

Professional ServicesThird-party company
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branched/patched to the customer. The customer will then send those components to the other 

third-party developers that might be in need of the UIQ components and any additional components 

from customer, and other third parties, they will apply appropriate changes into their components 

with the combined components from the customer. After the third-party developers are done with 

their components, they will send the modified components back to the customer. When the 

customer has received all components from all third parties and integrated these into their own 

environment, they will create a new baseline, which all developers will receive so that everyone will 

be working on the latest available baseline. Now the workflow has passed one round, and the cycle is 

starting to happen again.  

The UIQ method needs to handle several tasks, such as all the problems that might occur between 

developing and maintaining different components on different baselines, and all the customizations 

to the customer. One of the problems that exist on UIQ is the need for most components to be 

backwards compatible between different versions. This is also one of the problems with the 

Component Based method. Any version of a component must be backwards compatible with 

previous releases. The most commonly use cases have been tested with the UIQ method and other 

potential configuration management methods for this report. 

1.2 Hypothesis 

Combining configuration methods will decrease code complexity within distributed development 

targeted for large-scale teams developing mobile applications. 

1.3 Target group 

This report is targeted to people that have some previous experience in configuration management 

and/or understands how systems and relations between companies and other systems work. Many 

of the terms are known from those areas and therefore not described in detail in this report. 
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2 
Different methods 

In this section, you will find a short description of the studied methods that were included in this 

report. This will only explain the structure of the different methods, not down to every detail. That is 

outside the scope of this report. 

2.1 COTS 

The first method studied is the Commercial Off-The-Shelf [1], will be used as COTS in the rest of this 

report. First off, you specify some requirements on your system and then you will develop the basis 

of the architecture. Now you will have the big picture of the system. The planning of which 

component would be required for the specific task is up to the requirements.  

 

A component in COTS is like a black box, you only know what data to input and what data you should 

expect from the component. How it does its calculations or modifications is not of your knowledge, 

except that it does. For each procedure or part of the system there will be different requirements 

and therefore need of different components, each component is specialized on one single task. The 

company does not need to develop all the components in-house; some of the components are 

developed and bought from different third-party developers. There could be different components 

from different third parties that do the same calculations but the other one has better security 

therefore preferred, but there could be updates in the first component that makes it cheaper and 

better than the originally selected. Therefore, the architect needs to be up-to-date on all 

components if he wants his system to be at its best condition. The third-party components is only 

delivered as binaries to the customer, so no matter how much you would like to see how they have 

done a solution that is not an option, because they do not share their source code, only binaries. 

That is why there is a part the customer should develop in-house and that is the mediator [1], the 

mediator is the in-house developed interface between two components, because the components 

are often not made by the same third-party developer, the interfaces between them differs. This 

requires that a mediator be in place to translate from one component to the other, hopefully without 

any larger problems, because otherwise it is maybe required to buy a new component that does the 

translation. 

The advantages of this methods in general is that the company using this method doesn’t need to 

have working teams on all different parts of the system, because they are developed and maintained 

by other third-party developers and their crews. You might find other cheaper third-party developers 
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and can change the component if you want to; you got many options with this method. Instead of 

developing from scratch when something is not up to your standard. 

Disadvantages can be that this method might be very expensive; it can be more expensive to hire a 

whole company to do your work on a component than hire your own crew. In particular if you have 

many components in the system. This makes it very costly to maintain all parts from outside your 

company. Of course, this has to be valued against the benefits of not having the need to have the 

expertise in-house. Another thing that can be a problem is if you want to have a very specific and 

rare component, some components can maybe be modified that much but at least not cheap. 

Therefore, some components would be better if they were developed and maintained in-house, so 

you do not need to buy every component in the system. Especially if this is a critical part of the 

system because otherwise you are putting yourself at risk for what happens if the supplier changes 

his place in the hierarchy. For example, raises the price, goes out of business or sells his component 

to another company that will have a new set of requirements. 

 

Figure 1.2 COTS workflow 

Here is simple workflow diagram of a COTS based release, it begins at the customer that will test the 

system, because the customer have set the requirements and demands on the system, so they know 

how to test it. When they find a fault or something that are in need of modification, they will send 

the baseline to the in-house development team, which will determine in which component the issue 

can be found in. Here they will find either that it is an in-house component or they will find that the 

component belongs to a third-party developer. Therefore, either the in-house crew will take care of 

it or the third-party company needs to deal with the issue and they will start developing a patch for 

it, so in the end they can get it fixed and release a new component back to the customer.  

2.2 Single repository 

An established name could not be found for the second method so it will be called single repository; 

will be shortened as SR in the rest of this report. SR is easiest described as a “single database”, the 

meaning is that you have all the code for all components in one location. The biggest difference 

Customer
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Customer internal development Third-party company

In-house 
component
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about SR in comparison to COTS and the coming Component Based (Chapter 2.3) is that instead of 

keeping everything in neither baselines nor components, they keep everything in a database, so 

there are no different baselines or components. When a developer wants to develop anything he 

only need to synchronize the latest revision from the SR and he will have all the code with previous 

fixes and everything that every other developer has submitted into the SR. This makes it very easy for 

the developer to know if he or she has the latest software; it will match the latest revision on SR.   

With SR the developers will always work with the latest available code, they cannot submit changes if 

they are not up-to-date, which makes integration less complex if the method is properly used. The 

methodology states that all new changes will include all previous changes, always, so if an 

implementation goes wrong, the latest submit has to be corrected before any new development 

begins. All developers need to have some communication about the status of the latest revision in 

the SR. That means that if something happens with the latest revision, everyone should be notified of 

the faults or new features introduced into the database. It is always best to keep everyone updated 

of the status of the SR.  

However, the part where the developer works with the latest available code is only partly true; the 

true part is that they have to synchronize the code with the latest revision but not of the main line. 

Most companies would not allow developers to work against the main line. Instead, you often have 

branches for each team/product/feature; the branch is after appropriate testing integrated into the 

main line. The goal is to keep the other branches integrated into the main line as soon as possible, 

therefore decreasing the code complexity that can happen during integration into the main line. For 

example if a feature takes too long time to develop, so that the main line has already been changed, 

that could make the integration more difficult. 

There are some more disadvantages, like if someone makes a mistake and submits into the SR and 

multiple other developers started to develop their own patches on a non-functional code. That will 

cause many problems, even worse if they have poor communication about the mistake as well. 

Another disadvantage can be that if you a have very large-scale development worldwide and you 

have been developing a patch for a long period of time, and when it is time for integration into the 

main line you probably need to synchronize the latest revision and solve the integration conflicts that 

might occur. However, while you are fixing the integration conflicts and then need to do some testing 

to make sure your patch is still operational, there might be more submits into the main line. 

Therefore, when you want to submit your patch for the second time you are again out-of-date and 

need to synchronize with the new latest revision. If many developers are working on the same 

components and updating them constantly, that will cause some delays and eventually cause 

problems for someone. This makes this method not that useful for very large-scale development 

teams; in smaller teams, it is much more effective. 
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Figure 1.3 Example of Single repository scenario 

In figure 1.3, you can see a short example of the workflow for SR and this workflow also describes 

one of the disadvantages in very large-scale developments, but it has not considered as large enough 

problem in somewhat smaller teams. To explain the figure, all three teams start to synchronize the 

latest revision from SR and they all develop different patches on the same component. Team 2 is the 

first one to be completed and submits the changes to the SR, so when Team 3 has also completed 

their patch they first need to synchronize and re-integrate their patch into the latest revision. As 

Team 3 is re-integrating, Team 1 has also completed their patch and is synchronizing the latest 

revision from SR. Team 3 then after re-integration submits their patch. Finally, Team 1 has now 

completed the integration, and wants to submit their patch, but there has appeared a new revision 

on SR so they need to synchronize and re-integrate their patch into the even newer revision. Team 1 

has re-integrated the patch into the latest available revision and can now submit the changes into SR, 

and the cycle can continue with the next patch.  

2.3 Component Based 

The Component Based method is the most widely used method around large-scale software 

developers in the world today. The method has proven to be working quite well in teams with many 

developers and to distribute code among many third-party developers [2, p. 13]. How it works is that 

every developer develops his own code upon an old component, where he then creates a new 

version of that old component. The new version is stored in the archives or sent to other developers 

if they wish to proceed with his changes in the component. Therefore, the new component always 

keeps the previous changes, so if everyone uses the latest version of the component and continue 

development on that version everything would be great.  

Except when working with components there are very often different versions as the “latest version” 

at different third-party developers. What that means is that there are multiple frontlines of the 

development of a component, which makes that, let us say these three different developers all think 

that they have “the latest version”. Because that is the latest one they know about, but the problem 

is that all three companies think the same, so there is three different versions of “the latest version”. 

That is because they do not need to synchronize the different versions of the component between 

each other like SR does; here you do not need to use the latest version to be able to develop your 

own patch. This makes the method great for developers, but not as easy task for the integration 

team who needs to integrate all the changes from different patches that basis from different 

component versions, into one component. 

Syncing SubmitDevelopment and/or intergration

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Timeline
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To give an example, one team could be working on a patch based on version ‘1 ’while two other 

teams are working on version ‘2’. One month later the first team is ready with their patch on version 

‘1’ and then the other developers have a version ‘4’, which has completely rewritten the component. 

To apply the changes to a given revision of a component is easy from an integration perspective, 

whereas integration changes made on an old revision to the latest revision might not be that easy. 

This is the case in this example, to integrate version ‘1’ into version ‘4’. 

The advantages of Component Based development are many, but the biggest reasons are the 

flexibility of object-oriented development and good support for large-scale development. At least a 

part of the large-scale development, the development part, if you look at it from an integration point 

of view, the method could add a few more hours of work. Nevertheless, it is a small sacrifice if you 

compare it to the advantages; therefore, this is a most promising method in large-scale software 

developers. The distribution is much better suited for components, for example as you can see on 

Figure 1.4 below, you can send each component individually instead of the whole baseline every 

time. Therefore, if you only need to update a few components for example, only two edited 

components (shown in Figure 1.4) then there is no need to send the whole baseline like SR has to do, 

that will save a lot of time and bandwidth. 

 

Figure 1.4 SR vs. Component Based releases 

As mentioned about the disadvantages, there are a few. Like the example above and with storage 

space as well. This method needs to keep all components in a complete state in the archives [3]. This 

means that it cannot only store the deltas (the difference between versions); it needs to store all 

data from the component. This has the consequence that it cannot do as SR does, to store only the 

deltas, and therefore avoid too much overhead and storage waste [3]. Another one is that for 

Component Based environment to work at the best, you need to have the interfaces backwards 

compatible with previous releases. Otherwise, you will break the chain of communication through 

components and that will create more work to solve it, therefore it is not always appreciated.   

  

Package
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3 
Defined method used at UIQ 

The basis of the method used at UIQ Technology is the same as many other software companies, the 

Component Based method [2, p.13]. Except that, the method does not define the whole UIQ method. 

UIQ uses a mix of methods, the Component Based and the SR method. It takes the best parts from 

two different methods and combines them. What it does is that when a new development will begin, 

you have to synchronize down the latest revision to your computer and then you can proceed with 

the development. When the patch is completed, we usually create new version of the component 

with the old component name but with a modified and newer label so it easy to see who have made 

some modifications in it. This component is then stored in an archive where everyone can access it 

for easy usage if needed.  

In a baseline you can find one or more components, each component consists of multiple parts, but 

to keep it simple we will only focus on two of them, the source code and binaries. The idea behind 

UIQ’s component model is that any given version of a component must be matching its source code 

with the binaries, e.g. anyone should be able to recreate the exact same binaries from source code 

alone. Therefore, if any other third-party developer needs to have a specific version of a component 

from UIQ, we can only send the compiled binaries and they can use our component but they cannot 

modify it. This is the way it is supposed to be, the only developer who should be able to modify a 

component should be the owner of the component, otherwise everyone would do his or her own 

changes and nobody knows whose version is the correct and latest one. 

Here comes the difference in the method, when you will start developing a new patch upon a 

component, we cannot however just take the component from the archives. We need to synchronize 

with the latest code from a Source Code Management (SCM) to start modifying it, which means that 

we will get all earlier patches and work in that component before we can start applying our own 

patch. The component found in the archives is only for fast and easy reading access, you are not able 

to modify it. If needed, you are able to track any component version to a given revision in the Source 

Code Management system. This shows us that at least two different methods are the basis for the 

UIQ method, the Component Based and the SR method. With the SR method, we will always need to 

base our development on the latest revision in the SCM; that lowers the risk of integration problems 

quite a lot, especially if you have insufficient communication between the third-party developers. 

Advantages found in the UIQ method are as told before; that we can control that all new 

development can only begin from the latest submitted version, so the risk for any large integration 

issue should be minimal.  
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There are some precautions that needs to be in the method as well, for example that the SR part in 

the UIQ method requires that all third-party developers that works close with the UIQ’s development 

team will follow the SR rule and not only the UIQ’s development team. That they will use the newest 

revision when starting developing new patches and not building their work on old revisions. 

Otherwise, we need to be sure that all older patches are included in their latest release as well, 

however, if they all follow the same example as UIQ does then there is no need to check for previous 

patches. 

Many of the components in a customer baseline have other owners than UIQ, that would need to 

equipped with this method but it is not that easy to change how a company works over night. This 

way of development is still new at UIQ so if it will show a positive effect, it might occur to other third-

party developers to establish this method to their work as well. In the next chapters, there will be 

some theoretical use cases of the UIQ method versus the other discussed methods in this report. 

One goal that we try to achieve at UIQ is that all third-party developers that collaborate with UIQ 

should use the same method as we use at UIQ, just to simplify all work that are required for us to get 

our software to work together in the easiest possible way. With same rules and basis, we have a 

greater chance to achieve that. 
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4 
Use cases 

Here are the most commonly use cases that we find at UIQ today. Here you will find three use cases, 

solved by the different methods to see how they all work in theory and what we could learn from 

them. The use cases are broken down to pieces and thereafter investigated; the use cases are up-

merge, ICD (Individual Customer Delivery) and last but not least, branching.   

4.1 Up-merge of a patch 

The point with up-merge is that when you have had a component for development during a long 

time at multiple locations, one of the versions needs to synchronize with the other one. There are 

often multiple new versions, so when the components synchronize you need to update for every 

version to get the component up-to-date. The point is to skip that, it is not needed with up-merge 

because if you up-merge that means that you will synchronize everything up to a specific version, you 

will take all changes in all versions up to the specified one. Therefore, when you do an up-merge you 

will get all modifications in one sweep.  

 

Figure 1.5 Up-merge 

Figure 1.5 shows a simple diagram over how an up-merge works. You have a current version (version 

5) which you want to up-merge to a specific version (version 12). When you are doing the up-merge 

you will get all changes between version 5 and 12 into your code, when it is done, your patch is 

based on the version 12 and including all code changes from previous versions. This is very important 

so that we do not miss any work. 

4.1.1 COTS 

We start with the up-merge use case and the COTS method. Here you will find a theoretical use case 

of how the best and worst cases would most likely occur. The best scenario is when the third-party 

developer has the responsibility to develop and maintain the component. They have to make sure 

Component
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that the interface between their versions do not alter, or at least not that much. Whether or not the 

supplier needs to be backwards compatible might be different per component and/or product. At 

UIQ, we always need to be backward compatible with previous releases. If the interface does not 

change then you are safe from any large integration problems when they do the up-merge of the 

component. The component of the company that is doing the up-merge will never affect another 

company’s component, as long the interfaces are not changed. Therefore, with the best scenario you 

will not see any architectural changes with an up-merge, which will make sure that you will not 

encounter any major problems along the way. 

The worst scenario is when the up-merge of a component will rearrange the whole structure which 

will make the in and out interfaces different. That leads to all connected components to the up-

merge component; they will also need to adapt their interfaces to match the newly up-merged 

component’s interface. Then a few more components, not only the up-merged component, need to 

be updated or modified so it will not break the architectural structure of the system. This will create 

more work and more problems but this is unavoidable sometimes, the important thing is to manage 

it correctly. If managed and well planned it should execute without any major problems, however the 

unplanned breaks are the once that can be very expensive. The COTS method approach might not be 

as much of a method to deal with the problem at hand, more that you delegate that problem to the 

supplier. Therefore, it can from your point of view, seen as solved, because you do not need to make 

any major work on it. 

4.1.2 Single repository 

When developing software with SR you have one main branch where you keep track of the latest 

version available. When you start developing, you first synchronize the latest version in the branch to 

your local development environment, where you then apply your patch and modifications. After the 

development is completed and you have tested that your patch works, you will want to submit your 

changes into the branch so that everyone who will continue developing on the branch can use your 

modification. The first thing you have to do is to synchronize the branch with your code so that all 

the newest modifications is in your code as well, then you are allowed to submit your new code into 

the database where the latest branch is kept. If someone else have made any submission before you, 

SR will tell you to update your code because it is not up-to-date, this has to be done however many 

new versions there might exists. Therefore, you could call this an up-merge but in SR, it is a regular 

synchronization. 

The best scenario for SR is when nobody has made any submissions before you will, that means that 

your code is already up-to-date and no need for synchronization. The only thing that you need to do 

is to submit your changes into the SR database. 

The worst scenario is when you have started development and there might be dependencies 

between other components that make you need to update many components at the same time. A 

complex patch can extend over a large portion of components so the development can take a long 

time for a team. When they finally finish the patch it is time to test it, when testing succeeded, it is 

time for the submission, and after a long time you might have a very old version of the components 

running in your environment. You then need to start synchronizing the newest versions of all 

components and it might conflict a lot with your patch, therefore some new fixes are in need for the 
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patch to work properly. When the fixes are in place and submission is about to start, there are new 

versions again on the SR, and the integration of versions will start again. The problem is when there 

are too many developers working in one branch; there will always be updates constantly that make 

development for most people annoying and time-consuming. A workflow figure can be found in 

[Section 2.2] with a similar example explained below the figure.  

There is another issue why SR is not adapted for large-scale systems, that is that for the developer to 

see if everything works as planned, you need to build the whole system at the same time. You cannot 

compile parts and see if your modifications work, you need to rebuild the entire system to see if they 

have broken something for anyone else. To rebuild a large system takes a lot of time, which is 

something that you often do not want to waste. 

4.1.3 Component Based 

Before the up-merge, you need a component to base your development on. That could be any 

available version of the component you want to modify, but the newer the better. You start to 

develop your patch on the selected component for example platform_sound_v5, when your patch is 

completed, you can create a new version of the component. The new version of the component 

could be for example, platform_sound_v5_001, that version name contains the information for 

which component you based your patch on and some additional information that define your 

codechurn. Thereafter when the up-merge will begin, you noticed that there are a few newer 

versions such as platform_sound_v6, platform_sound_v7 and so on up to version 12, they all base on 

the same component, and you have to integrate each new version into your original 

(platform_sound_v5) component. See figure 1.5 for more general view of up-merge.  

After all versions are integrated, you will need to do some testing to see that it is still functional. 

When it is, you have all patches in the same environment and from there you can create a new up-

merged version of the component, for example platform_sound_v12_001. You want to write the 

version numbers to that version you up-merged it to and the 001-part is your added patch. Now 

everyone will know that this is a new component based on platform_sound_v12. Therefore, they will 

know that it contains all previous work from the other versions and on top of that, your patch. So 

preferably, will the next patch be based on your version and not the old one, otherwise will the 

integration team have more unwanted time-consuming work to do. 

The best-case scenario is when an up-merge is not necessary at all; that you are developing on the 

latest version available and everything works as wanted. If you have multiple third-party developers 

on the same component then it is rare occasion that no up-merge is necessary, but if the 

components are not that many or based on too old version, it should not be any major problems. 

The worst-case scenario is when you have multiple complex components to integrate and the same 

in the other versions that you need to up-merge. When the term complex is used, that often mean 

that the components has either been removed or heavily modified, which makes it very difficult to 

integrate the patch into the new version without rewriting the whole patch from scratch. 
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4.2 ICD 

You want to use ICD (it is an internal UIQ term stands for Individual Customer Delivery) when you 

want to have a specific patch from one component into another component. This procedure is less 

complex than up-merge and is easier to perform, but only when done a few times, not all the time. 

When a specific fix is in need and when the time for initial fix is too long, and the certain fix is 

blocking development or testing, an ICD can be used to work-around that initial fix to get a 

temporary solution.  

However, when only selecting the specific fixes that you want and not the whole structure around 

the fixes this can be very risky. For example if you only chose to get the fixes for a period of time in 

the development, soon enough there will come a fix that is required to have some new functionality 

that is not present in the current version. Then an up-merge is required, the more ICDs that being 

selected in a row, the more dependencies there will be and in the end that will make the code very 

difficult to maintain. When the fix has heavy dependencies to new functionality that is not available, 

that will cause the fix to be useless and more complex to integrate than to up-merge and get all new 

functionality that this fix requires. You can see it as building a card house, every ICD is a card. If you 

build the whole house with cards it will soon or later fall apart and up-merge (solid wall) is required. 

4.2.1 COTS 

Because of every component that is developed and maintained by third-party developers, the 

customer will never see the inside of how the component works so if there is a small fix that is 

required. That will not modify the interfaces in a component, and then they will probably never 

notice any difference except the new binary they get, which has the fix in it; however, your company 

will be required to replace the component with the new version that will include the new fix. 

Therefore, the best scenario is when the ICD or fix does not require editing outside its own 

boundaries. The only change you will notice is when you replace the component with a new version; 

nothing else will require to be changed. 

The worst-case is that the fix requires modifying the interfaces and therefore your company needs to 

edit your mediator [1], which can create some difficulties if the other connected component cannot 

provide the necessary information for the new component. Then this fix will need to overlap over 

two separate components, which will make it a lot more difficult than it should be. That will require 

two separate companies to work together or at worst that you need to replace one of the 

components with a completely new component from another third-party developer. Because the old 

component could not match, the existing environment or it was not able to fit the system anymore. 

There is an upside to this at least; you might be able to keep your old component until you have 

finished with the migration of the mediator. 

4.2.2 Single repository 

To make an ICD within the SR method there is a requirement that the file structure of the branch and 

the ICD is the same. Otherwise, it will not know where to put the deltas stored in the ICD in your 

branch. What that means is that your file and folder structure is vital for the integration of an ICD. 

The ICD is only a call name for a revision in this method, when you want to take a specific revision 
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into your latest branch; you say that you need to ICD a fix. The ICD is pointing to the revision 

containing the specific fix, so you want to take that revision and add it to the latest available code in 

another branch.  

A revision does only store the difference from the previous and next revision, therefore when you do 

an ICD it is required that the file structure is the same in the branch, where you are applying the ICD. 

Otherwise, it will add the changes in wrong file or in a missing file, which will only create errors. 

When you know which revision to take your fix from and the file structure is the same, you can see 

the revision in a diff-file, that file contains all changes made from previous revision to the selected 

revision. Then you can apply that diff-file on top on your latest branch to make the proper 

modifications to add that fix into your branch. 

The best scenario is when the ICD uses an isolated fix so it is not needed to modify many files or 

other components, which also means that it has a small codechurn and that makes it easier to test 

because it will not affect other functionality that has to be re-tested to ensure that they work. 

Worst-case scenario is when the ICD uses a heavy modified fix, which means that you need to modify 

in many files and even other components. It could even be required to have another ICD in a 

component to make the first ICD work, there could be dependencies between multiple ICDs and that 

creates a lot more work than a single ICD fix. This makes the ICD harder to test as well because it will 

affect multiple components and probably other functionality as well. 

4.2.3 Component Based 

In the Component Based method you will first look up which component the fix is located in and then 

you need to make sure which modifications in the component are the supposed fix you are looking 

for. To know which modifications that are connected to the fix, is the tricky part; one solution is that 

the developer puts the fix within a label, so it will be easier to spot the fix. That is not at all the best 

solution, because it is easy to make an error that way, for example to miss to label the right thing or 

to label them poorly. If everything goes smoothly, then you will integrate the changes into a new 

component, the newly created component will replace the active component, and you will have a 

working baseline with the new fix in it. You cannot only take the component with the fix and replace 

the active component in the baseline because then you can miss old patches or even introduce too 

early patches into the baseline. This can cause more harm than good. 

The best-case scenario of this is if the active component version in the baseline is the base for the 

ICD fix. Because then the only thing that differ the component in the baseline and the component 

containing the ICD fix is the patch. This makes it very easy to integrate and then only testing remains, 

which will also go easy because you know that no other functionality in the component has been 

broken or altered. 

If you have not figure it out by now, the worst-case scenario is when the ICD fix is in a very old or 

very new component. Because then it is likely that the component has been altered so much so it will 

require to rewrite large parts of the ICD to match the current component in the baseline. This 

changes a simple integration into a large-scale integration problem. For example if the component 

comes from the development from another product that is based on the same baseline as your 

product but it does have some specific changes that the ICD fix is required to have. That will require a 
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very specific solution if it would also be included in your baseline, therefore you will be required to 

rewrite large parts of the fix to make it match your product’s baseline. 

4.3 Branching 

The meaning of branching is that you split a component in two and from the same base starting to 

developing different functionality on them. For example, you have a development of the GUI 

(Graphical User Interface) in a GUI-component, which describes how the GUI should be present in 

the product. If you have development of two phones with the same baseline and the same GUI-

component, they will look the same in the area that the component controls. However if you want to 

change the appearance in one of the phones, you start with a new requirement to change the 

appearance of a certain application.  

That will result in a branch of the original component and then added modifications in it to attain the 

requirements. Therefore, you will have the same component on two different phones but the other 

one is branched so it have been modified internally and it has been given a different graphical touch, 

which will make the two phones look different. Even if the base of the GUI-component is the same 

but only some small changes in the branched version. When you are branching, there will be some 

more work to it, because instead of one GUI-component you now need to keep track of two GUI-

components, even if they are very similar. If the component is branched outside the normal 

development organization (e.g. customer or third-party company), they own the customization and 

the cost of maintaining that code for new releases. 

 

Figure 1.6 Added customization increases the need for testing 

Figure 1.6 shows an estimation of how customizations/branches affect the need for more test cases 

and further more testing. As described earlier, the more branched components there are in 

development the more complex becomes the integration and testing, this graph shows just how they 

affect each other. 

4.3.1 COTS 

In this method, there are different ways to handle branching; one way is to let the third-party 

developer keep a branching for you so the only thing you see is a new component to replace the old 
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one. That is if you do not want to keep the branching a part of your development, but rather the 

company that you have hired to create a specific component to your system, so it is their problem to 

keep it up-to-date. That is the good solution if you do not want more work for your own team, but it 

can be more expensive because the hired company needs to keep track of two or more components 

instead of one.  

The other way it is possible to do is that you make the branching in-house, that the hired company 

only deliver their component and your own team make the modifications on the component that you 

have bought. The good thing is that you can control how the branching should work and you have full 

control over it, the bad thing is that you have to adapt to the changes been made in the original 

component and need to keep the branched component updated. In addition, you will not know if the 

original code will break until it is broken. That will require more people to work on the component 

from your team to keep the branch working when there is a new updated component for integration 

into the system. 

Therefore, the best scenario in this case depends on how your company can handle it, if they can 

spare resources to keep the branch in-house or if they need to pay extra to the original developer so 

they will handle the branch as well. 

The worst-case scenario is that if your company does not have the resources to handle a branch 

yourself and the hired third-party company does not want to make a branch of their component or 

maybe they even cannot do it. Then you might need another company to make a completely new 

component to replace the old one and including the branch. That could be good or bad because you 

might get a better component or get a more complicated and more expensive component that can 

require you to change other parts of your system to match the new component’s interfaces and 

requirements.  

There is also the situation where you as customer might not have the source code to the component, 

and cannot make any modifications to it. You need to have the supplier to carry out any 

customization work for you. 

4.3.2 Single repository 

When you create a new branch of a component in SR, the same procedure needs to apply on both 

the new branch as the original old branch. In order to keep the branch up-to-date you have to first 

synchronize it to your local environment and then apply the patch or fix. After that, you can submit 

the changes into the database in SR. Therefore, it does not matter how many branches of the same 

component you have the same procedure is still needed. This will not change that much in how the 

original branch works; instead, you need to apply all new patches and fixes on both branches, instead 

of only one. 

However, very often it is not possible to achieve everything you want to have in a product without 

branching; this is because branching is required to achieve the customization that you want to have. 

If the branching is needed, then the best scenario for that is if the customization has a very small 

codechurn, which makes it easy to integrate and easy to test as well, because you might be able to 

use old test cases, so specific test cases is not needed to be tested. Because every new test case is 

more unwanted work, so if it is possible to use the old once again, that would be very timesaving. 
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The worst-case scenario is when you have too many branched components that will create a lot of 

extra work to keep everything up-to-date if you do not have the resources to do it. However, as 

mentioned before, if you have a heavily branched product, then you are able to get a uniquely 

designed phone. The more work, the more specific unique design you can do. It does however 

include a complicated integration process to keep it synchronized with the main development of the 

baseline. The same goes for the test cases, all original test cases need to be adapted to the new 

design and therefore there will be many new test cases in need of development and testing. 

4.3.3 Component Based 

To have branched components in a Component Based environment requires some special 

requirements, for example, they should have the same interfaces and only internal modifications in 

the component. Otherwise, there will be dependencies that all components that are using the 

branched component will also need to be branched, which will create a long list of branched 

components when probably only one component is actually needed for branching in the first place. 

Therefore, you should be able to have an original baseline and only change the branched component 

to another version and everything should still be operational and functional, you will only see the 

difference when you use the product, otherwise it should not be any other difference, if you do not 

want that of course.  

When using the Component Based method and trying to do a branching in a proper way, which will 

result in the best-case scenario that is somewhat similar to the best case for SR [Section 4.3.2]. That, 

the smaller the customization is the easier the integration is going to be, and if there is only such a 

small codechurn so there is absolutely no risk for failures then no new test cases are in need to be 

developed and tested. Otherwise, there is a need for new test cases for testing the new functionality. 

As mentioned earlier, the best case is that only the modification in the branch touches the internal of 

the component and not the interfaces, which keeps track of the communication between 

components. 

The worst case will include many factors, as the integration process alters the interfaces that will 

take care of the communication to the newly branched component. This leads to that all the 

connecting components’ interfaces also needs to be modified in order to adapt to the need of the 

newly branched component, so the interfaces do not break the chain of communication. All this for 

has to be done to support the first originally planned branched component. Then we need to keep all 

these components branched which will create a lot of more work than originally planned. This can 

lead to all kinds of other problems in the future, but the most cases of this kind of approach is 

stopped from even being developed, because they will be rejected before it even reached this far. 
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5 
Compare methods to the UIQ method 

As you have read in chapter 4, about the use cases of the different methods, it is now time to see the 

resemblance in the UIQ method. Yes, the basis of the UIQ method are from the Component Based 

and the SR methods as mentioned, but it might still be able to handle some issues a little more 

different from the others. Let us begin with up-merge. 

5.1 Up-merge of a patch 

In the case of up-merge of a patch, the UIQ method has a good starting point; because of the 

initialization of the development has an influence of the SR method. This will require that the 

component that you are going to start develop is based on the latest version available, no second-

guessing if you are up-to-date or need to check any documentation. SR will not give you access to 

submit your changes into the SR database before you have synchronized your code with the latest 

available, and it has been integrated successfully into your code. UIQ has also another rule that 

whatever component is in the baseline; will never, unless absolutely needed, be reverted into an 

older version of the same component.  

We have a tool that check if the component version already exists and then notifies with an error 

that this component does already exists in the archives. Therefore, it is very efficient if there are any 

mistakes, same goes for when creating a new component, that you will need to verify the 

documentation, who is the creator of the release, what fixes have been corrected and what is the 

reason for the release. If it does not have any information on any of those subjects, it will refuse to 

create a new component, which will make it easy to spot where the fault is located and correct it. 

Therefore, no components are just showing up without any trace of documentation. Except of these 

points, the up-merge is close to a textbook example of how a Component Based should handle an 

up-merge. This makes it a very tested and stable way to work, because it is been based on a studied 

and well-documented method. 

The downside is that this still require quite a lot of human engagement, it is a good method for 

solving the issue, but it is far from the perfect automatic environment. 

5.2 ICD 

Another textbook example is the ICD part of the UIQ method, for example, if you have the ICD 

already in your Source Code Management (SCM) application. You can look up the revision that 

contains the ICD and apply it accordingly to Single repository [Section 4.2.2]. Otherwise, if it has not 
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yet been introduced into the SCM environment, it will be delivered in a new component, which will 

make use of the Component Based use case instead [Section 4.2.3]. Therefore, the UIQ method can 

make use of two different methods to solve one single use case. They can even be mixed into the ICD 

process, sometimes an SR revision does not give you a complete view of how an ICD or fix is working, 

because the revision only contains the difference between previous and the current code, but you 

also want to see the unaltered files in the component. Then a complete component from the 

Component Based might be a better way to study the structure around the fix. 

The downside of this is that has no really good way to solve the same worst-case scenario as both SR 

[Section 4.2.2] and Component Based [Section 4.2.3] has, it contains the best from two method, but 

the worst as well. 

5.3 Branching 

Here we can find a mix of SR and Component Based methods for example, when a component is 

being branched it has to be done like Component Based [Section 4.3.3]. Begins with, copy it into 

another folder and it is important that the file structure is the same in both the original component 

and the branched component. Then the branched component has to be in accord with the main 

development of the original component, all to keep them coordinated. When the branched 

component gets its updates, they will be according to the SR method that they will stay in line with 

the original component’s updates.  

However, when the branch should get its own customizations it should be developed and released as 

the Component Based method. This means that the branched work should only affect the internal of 

the branched component and not the interfaces because that would create a worst-case scenario for 

the Component Based method [Section 4.3.3]. Except for this scenario, the branching methodology 

used in the UIQ method does not differ from SR method or the Component Based method. This 

means that in the UIQ method we use either the SR method or the Component Based method, 

mostly Component Based, except during synchronization.  
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6 
Discussion 

In the background [Section 1.1], the backwards compatibility problem that we have at UIQ was 

mentioned. That most interfaces needs to be backwards compatible between previous versions, this 

affects a lot of the development of components and is a way to avoid many nasty and unwanted 

dependencies between components. When the interfaces are modified, this backwards compatibility 

is broken, that happens often during a live development, and the problem is that our components 

cannot break this backwards compatibility in an entire release cycle; therefore, we need to break 

these backwards compatibilities internally so that this should not affect any third-party developer. 

One of the major discussions during the development is the use of up-merge or ICD. Some colleagues 

have discussed this and we could concur on that up-merge is the safest way and most reliable in the 

long run, but it has it flaws as well.  

Figure 1.7 shows an example of what we mean. If you keep doing up-merge all of the time during the 

development until release (of the product), you will see that the complexity and how much testing 

that are needed starts very high, but with time it becomes less complex and less test consuming. 

How it can be like that is because of the up-merge will always keep all component up-to-date, all 

dependencies, all fixes and all code are as close to synchronized with the UIQ code as possible. Even 

with our branches and PS specific code on top of the UIQ code. 

However, this graph shows the best case of a development, which is very often not even close to this 

easy. Because there is always some testing that are skipped because of blocked functionality from 

different reasons, the one thing that can solve a blocking issue fast is an ICD. These ICD fixes are in 

great need in the final stage, at least a few months before release, to solve the last remaining critical 

issues. To show you why you do not want to use ICD all the way, is because of the other graph in 

figure 1.7. It will be easy at the beginning because of no dependencies and rather little code, but as 

the development continues and the code grows larger and the dependencies become more 

noticeable, the integration for ICDs becomes a lot more difficult. In the end, the code has been to 

damaged by all the ICDs that it will not be possible to keep track of what functionality you are adding 

or trying to maintain. This will then finally make the software to unstable and non-functional and that 

will make the development to difficult to maintain, if we do not handle these issues early during the 

development. 
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Figure 1.7 Up-merge vs. ICD 

The best solution is when you will start using the ICDs after a while into the development, start 

combining both up-merges with ICDs to fix all the critical issues before the release. The dotted line in 

the figure 1.7 shows the best-case scenario if you combine the two ways of development during the 

late part of the development of the product. That would give it the best way to solve problems 

before the release. That if a component contains the need for more than five ICDs then an up-merge 

should be used instead, because some of those fixes might get resolved in the process. If not, then 

ICDs can be used to quickly solve those issues.  

The most important role to secure a successful release of the product is to have as little codechurn as 

possible against the end of development if you have many patches/branches. If you use a 

Component Based approach and do up-merges, you will not be fragile for codechurn. Figure 1.8 

demonstrates this, that the most optimal solution is when the baseline is “frozen” a small period of 

time before release, and the last critical issues are solved with ICDs to make sure that all functionality 

is in place and passed testing. You want to keep the code as intact as you can during the heavy 

system testing before release, smallest change could jeopardize the whole release date and that risk 

you do not want to take. 

 

Figure 1.8 Proper way of codechurn until release 
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There is also the scenario when you might want or need to branch an already branched component, 

that will make the situation even worse, but that might be the only way in some scenarios. The 

problems with that are that you will lose all backwards compatibility and might get heavy 

dependencies between the branched components. Sometimes two different components have so 

much in common that it is useful to merge them into one larger component to have less to maintain. 

The opposite can also happen, when you might only need a small part of a large component, and you 

only want to branch that small part for easier maintenance, of the branched part.  

Another note that has been discussed is by Angus K.F. Chan and Sheung-lun Hung from “Software 

Configuration Management Tools” [3] mentioned that there is a problem with storage space for 

Component Based solutions, which was probably true when they released that paper in 1997. We 

cannot agree that we have the same problem today; storage space is not that expensive in 

comparison to access time and the use of an engineer’s time.  
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7 
Conclusion 

After the study, we can see that a mix of SR and Component Based methods looks like the best 

solution for now at UIQ technology. With SR and Component Based we can see that code complexity 

during integration is somewhat decreased with the combining help for those two methods into the 

UIQ method. However, COTS does not seem to be a good fit for the method because of the lack of 

self-development and when we want to keep large parts of UIQ classified for people outside the 

company. This makes the decision to order functionality from other developers somewhat distant if 

we really can make the development in-house. If all the third-party developers can be up-to-date 

with the same baseline before they start to develop their own patches, the system used right now at 

UIQ is a good combination of the SR and Component Based methods, these methods helps to secure 

that they are up-to-date. Because they release multiple baselines, each week, and they have started 

to value the importance that all developers should base their work on the newest released baseline, 

which is one of the points of the SR method. Something that was not valued before, which made the 

integration work a lot more difficult. 

7.1 Future work 

This report can work as a starting point of more studies to gain the development of the UIQ method. 

Configuration management is always in need to stay up-to-date to modern technologies so this issue 

will never rest as long as we use it, this report is only a small fracture of the whole scope of the UIQ 

method that could be investigated. Many other methods could possibly improve the UIQ method [7], 

but that falls outside of this report, so that could be a way to continue this research. 
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